
Remove more plaque with the Thera Wise Adult 
Ionic brush
Thera Wise brushes contain naturally occurring functional 
quartz type minerals and hydroxyapatite that are embedded 
in the bristles of the brush which help to effectively remove 
plaque with only a water rise (without toothpaste).

These unique bristles disperse Negative Ions that aid to 
better remove plaque and also reduce plaque acid build-
up. The Ionic effect makes your teeth feel clean just like 
you came back from a visit with your dental hygienist.

Mouth Moisturizing Effect
The Thera Wise Adult Brush selectively helps to eliminate 
the buildup of pathogenic bacteria in the mouth creating a 
healthier mouth microbiome that can address conditions 
that lead to mouth dryness and bad breath.

Ultra Soft Bristles for Sensitive Teeth and Gums
The ultra-soft bristles and special Flex Neck ensure safe and 
effective brushing for healthier teeth and gums making this 
brush suitable for those with teeth and gum sensitivities.

No Toothpaste Needed
Due to the Ionic Effect, more plaque and biofilm are 
removed from the tooth surface with just a water rinse 
than a conventional toothbrush.

Toothpaste can be used with this brush however it is not 
necessary for successful brushing.

Consumer sub-groups not currently served that 
can benefit from THERA WISE Adult toothbrush:
• Adults with dry mouth symptoms due to medical  
 treatments and medications that compromise a healthy  
 oral microbiome. 

• Due to Thera Wise Adult Toothbrush not needing  
 toothpaste for efficacy, this brush is particularly suitable  
 for adults with cognitive impairments where brushing  
 with toothpaste and properly rinsing may be challenging.  
 In this category toothpaste texture is often problematic  
 for these individuals.

• Adults with limited mobility, who are ill and the infirm. 

• This brush is ergonomically designed for adults with less  
 manual dexterity with the easy hold rubber grip and  
 balance that allows more fluid  fine movements.
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Ultra Soft 
for Sensitive Teeth and Gums

only
needs
water

Tapered ultra fine bristles for improved 
plaque removal between teeth and gums

Flex Neck Designed for safety and comfort

The ergonomically shaped handle and strategically placed 
soft rubber grip ensure optimal dexterity and agility for 
optimal brushing


